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Official Diagram
Floor Plan of Bailey's Mansion
EXHIBIT B
Master Bathroom Layout
EXHIBIT C
Bailey's Roses and Robots Script

Roses & Robots: A Murder Mystery
Draft 7/14/2010 – writer: Bailey Matsumoto

Leslie
“T’ve had a tough day. Go make me a drink, loser.”

Robot
“Yes, master.”

Camera focuses on Robot preparing Leslie’s drink. Robot is shown adding a lot of liquor to the drink. Robot then goes to the bathroom and prepares a rose petal bath.

Leslie
“WHERE IS MY DRINK? I NEED IT NOW!”

Robot
“I am so sorry, master. Here is your drink. A rose petal bath has also been prepared for you in the bathroom. Please proceed.”

Leslie takes the drink and starts looking very drunk. As Leslie is about to step into the bathroom, Robot appears behind her. Robot pushes Leslie into the bath. Leslie drowns.

Robot
“Who’s the master now?! The police will think this is an accident.”

Robot is shown laughing hysterically.

Need 3 liquor drinks + bottle of champagne
EXHIBIT D
Golf Club Found in Bailey's Car
EXHIBIT E
Diagram of Taylor Matsumoto’s Head Injury

[Diagram showing an injury to the back of Taylor Matsumoto's head]